
Telehealth and  
Crisis Response Solutions



  We stand apart  
from the rest through:

•  Human-centered designs that harness the technology of 
movement, based on more than 30 years of experience

•  Professional-grade quality and extensive testing that 
keeps users safe and extends your ROI

•  Modular designs that adapt to changing technology and 
are easy to clean to support infection control

•  A broad portfolio of accessories for organizations to 
tailor each offering for individual applications

Expand your reach

Ergotron products are used in telehealth applications 
around the world, enabling a wide range of services to 
expand your geographic service area and offerings when 
your patients need it most.

We recognize that your needs are unique. Whether 
offering a basic communication channel between patients 

Our heroes are caregivers.
That’s why we design products that help caregivers and providers thrive. Providing thoughtful solutions 
allows them to feel comfortable as they tackle each shift so they can channel their energy and gifts 
toward meaningful patient interactions. And that enables life-changing care that benefits us all.

and families, telepresence for a specific care area or full 
telemedicine, we use our expertise to implement the right 
solution for your organization.

Our open architecture designs fit your changing 
technology as you work to address low to high patient 
acuity in times of routine care and in times of crisis.

Telehealth

TelemedicineTelepresencePatient engagement
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Full diagnostic cartsLight-duty medical cartsBasic mobile carts

Personalized patient care 

Flexible, height-adjustable solutions support comfortable workflows and meaningful patient interactions. Nurses can take 
basic vitals with a simple mobile desk or adapt to any situation in an emergency department with numerous tools and 
resources at their fingertips with a full-featured cart. 

Comfortable analysis for providers 

Thoroughly review diagnostic results sitting or standing with ergonomic monitor arms, wall mounts and medical carts.  
The flexible designs fit a variety of spaces and easily adjust to accommodate clinicians across different shifts. The ability  
to support multiple screens allows users to simultaneously handle several cases remotely for timely, accurate evaluations. 

Full-featured carts 

Monitor arms

Wall mounts



Timely, certified service  

Preventative service packages available through Ergotron Service’s certified professionals 
ensure the ongoing health and uptime of your healthcare products. Various service plans 
are available for timely service that limits interruptions to patient care. 

With eKinnex™ technology, you can monitor battery life in real time on your powered 
medical carts to proactively identify service and maintenance needs to maintain uptime 
and to free up time for your IT team. The HIPPA-compliant portal keeps patient information 
safe while providing key insights to manage your fleet. 

Specialized care:  
Carts for thermal imaging 

Quickly detect a temperature in healthcare settings, offices 
or high-traffic, public areas with Ergotron carts tailored to 
thermal imaging needs.  

They support healthy return-to-work strategies with an open 
architecture design that fits your preferred infrared camera 
with multiple mounting options. 

Camera, monitor and other equipment sold separately. Ergotron does not 
manufacture, sell or endorse any thermal camera.

Unprecedented mobility and flexibility 

To support patient-centered care that extends beyond telehealth, we offer professional-
grade medical carts for unprecedented mobility. These medical carts are as adaptable 
as your providers. They easily move to the point-of-care to create a strong connection 
between the provider, patient and their information, or they fit into busy hallways for 
documentation.

Flexible designs 

The height-adjustable designs give providers choice in how 
they work. The mobile cart can offer a moment of rest while 
charting or serve as a comfortable platform for information 
sharing. The accessories allow organizations to tailor their fleet 
for specific workflows.

SLIM DESIGN



Download additional resources at ergotron.com

USA & Canada Sales & Corporate Headquarters: 
St. Paul, MN USA  /  800.888.8458  /  +1.651.681.7600  /  insidesales@ergotron.com

EMEA Sales: 
Amersfoort, The Netherlands  /  +31.33.45.45.600  /  info.eu@ergotron.com

APAC Sales: 
Sydney, Australia  /  apaccustomerservice@ergotron.com

LATAM Sales: 
Mexico  /  +1.800.681.1820  /  info.latam@ergotron.com

Worldwide Custom Sales: 
custom@ergotron.com
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